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Vienna’s software developers are taking the concept of convolution reverberation to the
absolute authentic extreme. The application of more than 1,000 individual impulse
responses (IRs) per room results in an enormous number of calculations that need many
innovations and ingenious programming to allow for flawless execution on a single 64-
bit computer.

But, why all the effort? Imagine the sound of a Bösendorfer Imperial Grand. Do you think
it would be sufficient to record a single Middle C to make for a convincing virtual instru-
ment? Of course not. You have to go for individual samples from as many keys as possi-
ble, sampled in as many velocities as the human ear is able to distinguish. The same is

true for sampling a room. What the industry has had up to now are single samples from
an acoustic entity much larger than even the biggest instruments. There’s no way you
can “play” a room like that. But this is what great rooms are all about – they want to be
played by musicians, conductors, arrangers, just like any other instrument.

This is the reason the Vienna Symphonic Library started to record multi-samples from
great musical venues. In fact, Vienna MIR is more than just “a multi-sample” and this is
where it far surpasses any other convolution reverb product. Vienna MIR is multi-source,
multi-directional, multi-positional, and multi-format. Because every room has its own
voice, with its own characteristics, its imperfections – its magic.

• A multi-impulse response convolution engine.
• An all-encompassing, holistic orchestral mixing host with a pioneering graphical user interface.
• A stereo or multi-channel output stage that revolutionizes your arranging and mixing work-flow.

After years of theoretical and applied research, technological changes, hardcore software development, even experiencing a few setbacks
and repeatedly overcoming colossal roadblocks, an ambitious vision has finally become reality. The Vienna Symphonic Library team
embarks on their next mission, bringing space to a new dimension in virtual orchestral music. Vienna MIR, the software solution incorpo-
rating a complete reverberation and mixing stage is about to launch, with its first incarnation being ready for download in spring 2009. An
advanced DVD product will follow several months later.

Bringing Space to Your Music.
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Let’s look at what happens when you place a Vienna Instrument, e.g., the solo horn, on
Vienna MIR’s virtual stage of a given concert hall. First of all, the position on stage trig-
gers the selection of one or more sets of 8 impulses (6 for horizontal directions, 2 for
upward and downward directions). Equally important, the directivity characteristics of
each instrument are applied before the convolution of impulses, making the result
dependent on the frequency distribution and the volume an instrument is emitting in
various directions. A horn, directed to the rear, obviously has a different spatial frequen-
cy profile than the frontally blaring trumpet, for example. The MIR engine calculates all
of this in real-time, and what you get is what you hear – a solo horn that sounds exactly
as if it were playing on that very spot on stage.

Of course, you are not limited to those spots that were used for impulse recording in the
first place. The Ambisonics format for our impulse responses allows for seamless inter-
polation of each and every point within the available areas of the room (“Hot Spots”).

The MIR Control Icon
These new approaches to virtual orchestral music require novel ways of handling them.
Creating music is not about tweaking thousands of parameters individually – it’s about
intuitive interaction with your instrument, or with the players you’ve written music for.

Vienna MIR provides you with a well-designed control icon that gives you an at-a-glance
overview while allowing you to control almost any sonic aspect of a given instrument or
ensemble with ease.

This innovative graphical representation of an instrument or ensemble allows you to
shape your music from the conductor’s point-of-view. Simply ask musicians to change
their position, their orientation, their volume, without ever leaving the whole ensemble
out-of-sight. Get instant information on their loudness, their interaction with the room
and their corresponding sonic and spatial profiles. Forget about mixing consoles with
knobs and dials, but rest assured that all of the necessary parameters are available when-
ever you feel the need to use them.

Technology
• Highly specialized impulses of line arrays in 60° steps in 

six horizontal directions as well as upwards and downwards.
• Up to 40 sectors per stage for instrument placement, with 

interpolation between sectors for seamless transitions.
• Up to 5,000 individually recorded impulse responses for 

each room, depending on the size of the stage and the 
number of microphone positions.

• Instrument-specific algorithms according to 
individual directional frequency profiles.

• Four-channel Ambisonics recordings for output in various 
stereo and surround formats (up to 8 output channels).

• Recorded from up to four carefully selected positions – from the 
conductor’s podium as well as from the audience perspective.

Ease-of-Use
• Intuitive graphic user interface with innovative multi-parameter control icon.
• Real-time playing mode (low latency for arranging) and mixing mode (higher latency

due to larger buffer size for calculating thousands of convolutions during mix-down).
• VST inserts for each instrument channel as well as the master channel.
• Character Presets for quick timbral changes, available for most Vienna Instruments.
• Advanced GUI features such as Instrument Grouping, Hide Icon, Scroll Zooming etc.

VIENNA MIR Download Edition
• Available in Q2 2009
• Stand-alone application for Windows XP/Vista 64 systems
• Runs exclusively with Vienna Instruments
• Includes five halls of the Vienna Konzerthaus (MIR development partner)

VIENNA MIR Premium Edition
• Boxed product, multiple DVD-ROMs
• Available in Q4 2009
• Stand-alone application and VST/AU plug-in for OS X 10.5 (Intel) 

and Windows XP/Vista 64 systems
• Open for Vienna Instruments as well as any third party VSTi 

or other external audio signals
• Additional acoustic spaces

Dry/Wet Ratio Display
Activity Display (Magic Eye)
Direct Signal Control
Stereo Width

Volume Display

Volume Control

Position on Stage

Directivity

VIENNA SYMPHONIC LIBRARY GmbH, Draschestrasse 89, A-1230 Vienna, Austria
e-mail: office@vsl.co.at

All specifications subject to change.
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